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Lebron   Vs   Jordan   
Ivan   Molina   

Many   people   in   the   basketball   community   argue   about   who's   better,   LeBron   or   Jordan.   In   my   
opinion,   Jordan   is   better   just   because   he   played   against   better   and   tougher   players.   But   yet,   still   
succeeded.   LeBron   plays   against   younger   players   who   are   mainly   shooters.   LeBron   James   has   
been   known   for   being   more   efficient   on   the   scoring   part.   To   what   I   see   has   been   superior   in   his   

scoring,   while   LeBron   brings   a   comeback   by   being   known   for   his   defense   while   grabbing   
rebounds   and   assists   at   a   higher   rate.   And   here's   to   the   big   one,   Jordan   went   on   with   6-0   run   for   

championships   and   LeBron   on   a    3-6   championship   run.   Both   players   have   been   known   for   
having   a   great   defense.   Jordan   finishes   first   in   the   league   in   steals   3   times   in   his   career.   Which   
on   the   other   hand   LeBron   does   not   claim   any   steals.    As   long   as   LeBron   stays   healthy   he   does   

not   appear   to   be   slowing   down   even   at   his   age   (35).   Statistics   prove   that   this   legendary   duel   has   
been   back   and   forth   teaching   us   that   there   are   no   like   swords   that   can   name   if   Jordan   or   LeBron   
is   better.   They   basically   shoot   the   same,   block   the   same,   and   both   do   surprisingly   amazing   as   a   

defender.   Overall…   who   would   you   say   is   the   GOAT?   

  
Samsung   Vs   IPhone   

Lalo   Ambriz   
So,   there   are   many   iPhone   lovers   out   there   right?   I   happen   to   be   one   of   those   

people.   Don’t   get   me   wrong,   the   Samsung   Galaxy   phones   are   great   too,   they   all   
have   their   own   special   features,   but   many   people   say   “Oh   a   Samsung   is   an   

android   and   android’s   suck.”   Do   they   really   tho?   No   hate   on   Apple   or   on   iPhones,   
but   Apple   has   been   pretty   slow   on   their   technology.   Samsung,   on   the   other   hand,   

has   been   keeping   up   and   making   phone   after   phone.   They   have   plenty   of   new   
options   starting   with   the   Galaxy   Note20   Ultra.   It   is   a   great   phone,   it   is   also   very   
large.   The   dimensions   of   the   phone   are   164.8   x   77.2   x   8.1mm.   While   the   “older”   
iPhone   11   pro   max’s   dimensions   are   158   x   77.8   x   8.1mm.   Why   do   I   say   older?   

Well,   the   IPhone   11   is   actually   getting   old,   because   Apple   has   not   released   
another   phone   yet.   There   are   some   rumors   that   I   am   pretty   sure   many   of   you   

have   heard   about   the   “iPhone   12”.   Will   there   be   one?   Word   on   the   street   is   the   
“iPhone   12”   may   or   may   not   be   coming   out   on   October   13th   keep   that   in   mind.   
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Vaping     
Brian   Ontiveros   

Vaping   is   a   very   popular   thing   in   this   generation.   Teens   nowadays   are   getting   addicted   
to   nicotine.   Most   teens   either   like   to   vape   because   they   think   it’s   cool   or   because   they   
like   being   buzzed.   Nicotine   is   a   very   addictive   chemical.   Once   you   take   that   first   puff   

of   a   vape   it   will   be   a   challenge   to   get   off   of   it.   Nicotine   has   a   lot   of   side   effects   like   
getting   popcorn   lungs   or   even   having   a   heart   attack.   Every   time   you   take   a   hit   of   a   

vape   you   let   metals   like   lead   into   your   body.   
  

Dating     
Mia   Esquer-Montoya   &   Alex   Gonzalez   

Have   you   ever   been   on   a   date?   Well,   have   you   been   on   a   boring   date   and   need   ideas   for   the   
next   one?   It   may   seem   like   there   isn't   much   to   do   here   in   the   valley,   but   there   are   things   to   
do   with   your   partner.   Plus   they   are   budget-friendly.   A   good   night   date   would   be   cruising,   

going   to   the   drive-in,   or   having   a   bonfire.   Since   it’s   spooky   season,   some   good   date   ideas   
would   be   going   to   the   pumpkin   patch,   a   corn   maze,   haunted   houses,   carving   pumpkins,   and   
watching   spooky   movies.   Some   more   expensive   dates   that   come   year-round   are   going   to   

stampede,   the   carnival,   rodeos,   derbys,   the   Sand   Dunes,   and   snowboarding/skiing.     
  

2020   is   the   Imposter   
Angelo   Valencia-Lucero   

There   is   a   hot   trending   game   Among   Us.   As   most   of   us   know   and   have   played   the   game   
“Among   Us.“   It   is   a   fun   mobile   or   computer   game   that   has   been   trending   everywhere.   The   game   
was   originally   released   in   2018   but   only   has   recently   gained   traction   this   year.   It   is   a   clue   based   
game   that   requires   crewmates   to   try   to   find   the   imposter   through   tasks   and   common   sense.   The   
imposters   try   their   hardest   to   try   and   kill   the   crewmates   undetected.   It   is   very   addicting   and   you   

can   play   with   friends   and   eventually   ruin   those   friendships.   Anyway,   I   have   to   go   back   to   
accusing   people   of   venting   and   remember,   red   is   always   sus.   

  

  
Teenagers   Favorite   Apps   Nowadays   

Piper   Grissom   
Me   being   on,e   I   would   say   I   can   speak   for   all   of   us   when   I   say   we   use   a   lot   

of   apps.   Snapchat,   Instagram,   Tiktok,   and   sometimes   Facebook.   My   
personal   favorite   is   Snapchat   purely   because   I   get   to   talk   to   my   friends   
because   they   are   all   on   there.   Coming   in   at   second   I   would   say   it   would   

have   to   be   Instagram   because   you   get   to   see   a   bigger   glimpse   into   people’s   
lives   especially   the   more   known   people   and   just   what   they   go   through   during   
the   day.   I   asked   my   cousins   and   some   friends   what   apps   they   use   the   most   

and   most   of   them   said   Snapchat   and   Tiktok.   They   both   pass   time,   but   I   would   say   Tiktok   
passes   it   quicker   because   those   short   videos   of   literally   anything,   suck   you   in   and   

mesmerizes   you.   A   lot   of   the   videos   are   very   funny   and   leave   you   rolling   around   in   bed   
holding   your   stomach.   I   would   say   that   I   would   be   on   a   lot   more   if   I   didn’t   have   Snapchat.   

Are   there   any   apps   you   cannot   live   without??   
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Football   
Lennie   Valdez   

Panthers   football   has   been   very   important   to   Sierra   
Grande   School   for   years.    With   AJ   Ojeda,   Richie   
Atencio   as   seniors,   The   Panthers   are   going   to   try   very   hard   to   reach   

their   goal   and   go   to   the   playoffs.   The   panthers   just   received   their   
captains   which   are   Aj,   Isaiah,   Richie,   And   Lennie.   The   rules   are    much   
more   difficult   than   last   year.   such   as   having   to   pretty   much   only   have   
family   and   having   to   practice   social   distancing   and   having   to   wear   a   
mask   the   entire   game.   The   Panthers   took   a   tough   loss   this   Saturday   

against   the   Bearcats   losing   19-34.   Sierra   Grande   was   pretty   successful   
with   their   throwing   game   with   Abel   Ojeda   throwing   for   180   yards   and   3   touchdowns   2   of   them   

going   to   Matthew   Martinez   and   1   to   Lennie   Valdez.   That   is   pretty   good   for   a   season   opener.   The   
Panthers   ran   for   a   total   of   49   rushing   yards   and   had   41   tackles   as   a   whole   team.   They   also   had   

one   sack   that   was   caused   by   Richie   Atencio.   
  
  

Clothing   Then   and   Now   
Vivian   Carrell   

It’s   already   2020,   and   so   much   has   changed   in   thirty   years.   Especially   in   the   
way   of   clothing.   In   the   ‘90s   there   were   many   different   trends.   Grunge,   the   
‘60s,   plaid,   and   dressing   up   are   just   a   few   examples.   Today,   baggy   clothes   

are   really   in.   However,   a   rising   trend   is   athleisure,   which   is   typically   leggings   
or   joggers   and   a   top.   The   crop   top   came   into   existence   in   the   ‘40s   but   wasn’t   

popular   until   the   60s.   It   is   still   popular   today,   60   years   later.   For   girls,   
dressing   up   meant   a   babydoll   dress   with   a   jean   jacket   and/or   combat   boots.   

Today,   it’s   generally   a   nice   pair   of   jeans   and   a   blouse/nice   shirt.   Boys   typically   avoided   dressing   up   but   would   
wear   name   brands   such   as   Tommy   Hilfiger   and   Calvin   Klein.   It   is   the   same   today.   Accessories   in   the   nineties   
included   headbands,   black   fedoras,   and   backward   caps.   Today,   we   wear   sunglasses,   carry   bucket   bags,   wide   

waisted   belts,   padded   headbands,   hoop   earrings,   and   bucket   hats.   In   shoes,   90’s   teens   would   wear   Nike,   
Converse,   Reebok,   Vans,   and   black   combat   boots.   Today,   teens   wear   Jordans,   Vans,   Uggs,   and   hightops.   

Although   sometimes   it’s   fun   to   follow   the   trends,   wear   whatever   you   want   and   let   your   freak   flag   fly !   
  
  

CURRENT   EVENTS   
Football   game:   Sierra   Grande   Vs   La   Veta/Aguilar     

Volleyball   open   gym     
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